Morvern Resilience Meeting Notes 7th April

1. Community Support - any queries/support required - all going well
2. Update on induction- going well and thanks to Bonny and Annabel
3. Zoom account - making it public/spreading the word - Lilia and
Rhian will publicise, thank you to both
4. Bids applied for - any support needed. All discussed and AR/LD
will compile spreadsheet for circulation - to include travel expenses
for volunteers, set up costs, PPE, back up mobile broadband
access contingency funds. Discussion held about how we could
support people, longer term, going back to work or finding
alternative employment after the pandemic. It was recognised that
views from the community required to be sought on this.
5. Local village tidying - KM has spoken to PC Swift and any tidying
would not be permitted within current restrictions. PC Swift was
concerned about numbers of people still travelling across the
peninsulas. Discussion held about how we can minimise travel to
FW - AT to contact Dot Ferguson to see what other community
councils are doing to enable one person to shop for several
households at supermarkets. KM had tried on a number of
occasions to contact Morrisons with no success.
6. Shop - working well and all thanks to Sarah, Lesley and team at
Lochaline Stores
7. Practice - AT to phone Dr Taylor to ensure all info discussed is
shared and offer back up satellite/vodaphone if required from
community funds.
8. Newsletter - Alasdair to liaise with Henriette and others and have a
draft newsletter with information along with more light hearted
content for next week. Costs of delivery to be included in grant bid
for monthly newsletter to be distributed potentially by Royal Mail
9. Mandate of resilience group following MCC meeting - all agreed
that we need to be fleet of foot and agreed that AT should chair
and items that required quick decisions can be made with one
other MCC councillor, in order to keep governance as simple as
possible. There are currently 4 councillors on the resilience group.
The group will report monthly to MCC.

